
EVENT SOURCE
EventSource.com
877.901.0000

PANACHE EVENTS
PanacheEvents.com
800.307.2789

SO COOL EVENTS
SoCoolEvents.com
305.635.8088

AFTER HOURS
Call above toll free numbers and press 
Option 2. Please leave a message and we 
will respond shortly.

Vintage Oak
INCLUDES
Full Panels 3’x3’
Half Panels 3’x11/2’
Edging

Florlok
INCLUDES
Full Panels  3’x3’
Half Panels  3’x11/2’’
Edging

INSTRUCTIONS

VINTAGE OAK +FLORLOK
DANCE FLOOR

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Row #1: To lay the fl oor, start at the top left corner. Position the panels to all face 
the same way.

Place the second panel to the right of the fi rst, facing in the same direction as the 
fi rst, with the 3 end lugs pointing to the right.

Fit the panels together: Hold the second panel at an angle, as shown, and push 
it so the lugs slide underneath the panel already laid. When the lugs are fully 
under and both panels are completely touching along their edges, lower the panel 
to the fl oor. If the panels are not square or the edges do not touch, the panel 
will not lower. DO NOT FORCE the panel down, SIMPLY ADJUST it until it lowers 
into position.  

Continue to lay the fi rst row in the same manner with as many full panels as 
required for the size of the fl oor. (A completed row of 3 panels = 9’ fl oor) 
Panels must be positioned fl ush along the entire length of the row to ensure 
edging will be straight. Tip: It may be helpful to stand on the pieces that are 
already set.
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NOTE
Never move the trolley without the 
removable top bar fi tted. 

Always store the fl ooring in a well 
ventilated area, never in a hot, dry 
environment. 

Avoid excessive exposure to moisture.

STEP 5
Row #2: Begin with a half panel with the 3 end lugs pointing to the right. 
Follow with full panels as in Row #1. End the row with a half panel.

EDGING
After Row #2 is complete, start to lay the edging. The edging acts as a straight 
edge to ensure each row is square and fl ush as it is laid. Attach the edging by 
pushing the lugs underneath the panels at an angle and then lowering to the 
fl oor in the same manner as the panels. DO NOT FORCE the fi t. Half length and 
full length edges are supplied so that the panel and edging joints never coincide, 
following an overlapping brickwork pattern. The angled pieces always position 
on the corners of the fl oor, as shown, never on a straight side.

Remaining Rows:
Use full panels for Row #3 and start and fi nish with half panels for Row#4. 
Continue alternating rows with full and half panels, fi tting edging until full 
dimension of fl oor is laid. 


